Senior Tax Consultant
Location: Croner House, Hinckley, Leicestershire
Package: up to £45,000 + commission opportunity + benefits
Job Purpose
To support our clients, who are firms of accountants ranging from Sole Practitioners to Top
100 practices, by providing a Tax consultancy service on all aspects of Tax.
Job Overview
We’re looking for a Tax Professional to join our existing team of over 30 advisors and
consultants. The ideal candidate will have a solid grounding in general Tax from working in
practice, industry or HMRC. You will hold a recognised professional qualification or the
equivalent gained by experience. You will work within a team environment with lives
opportunities being provided to you to by other areas of the business and repeat business.
Day-to-Day Responsibilities
 Responsible for the provision of Tax Consultancy
 Working within a team of Tax Consultants.
 Carrying out in depth research, producing assignments and undertaking reports for
clients.
 When undertaking reports ensuring that the full facts are established, researching
where appropriate and communicating a full answer, with reference to the
appropriate legislation
 Maintaining a strong working knowledge in respect of all areas of Tax, including
keeping up to date with the appropriate legislation and developments in law
 Reviewing reports and providing second opinions as and when required
 Providing content to marketing team to promote the services we provide
 Any other duties that are deemed appropriate from time to time in line with the Job
Summary
Why Join our Team?
Croner Taxwise provides tax fee protection insurance to firms of accountants. With a turnover
of £22M, 120 employees and 4000+ accountancy clients we are proud to be the market leaders
in the fee protection space,
This is a superb place to work if you love solving problems, enjoy a challenge and have
genuine enthusiasm for overcoming obstacles and learning, you’ll love it. Your people and
technical skills will be tested every day. There are endless opportunities for you to develop and
grow and you’ll really make a difference to all sorts of people.

